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With the development of high-level languages for new computer architectures comes the need for appropriate debugging tools as well. One method for meeting this need would be to develop, from scratch, a symbolic debugger with the introduction of each new language implementation for any given architecture. This, however, seems to require unnecessary duplication of effort among developers. Compilation technology has alleviated some duplication of effort in the development of compilers. Can similar ideas aid in the efficient development of symbolic debuggers as well?

Maygen explores the possibility of making debugger development efficient by influencing the language and architecture development processes. Maygen is a "debugger generation
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system," built upon the idea that symbolic debuggers can be divided into three components: a set of source language interface routines, a set of machine architecture interface routines, and a language-independent and architecture-independent debugger skeleton. Maygen then exploits this modularity: First, Maygen precisely defines as well as houses the language-independent and architecture-independent debugger skeleton. Second, Maygen defines the protocol for interface interaction among source language developers, machine architecture developers, and the general-purpose debugger skeleton. Finally, Maygen provides a framework in which the resident debugger skeleton is automatically developed into a stand-alone symbolic debugger; the resulting debugger is tailored to the specific provisions of a particular language group and a particular architecture group.
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Abstract

With the development of high-level languages for new computer architectures comes the
need for appropriate debugging tools as well. One method for meeting this need would be
to develop, from scratch, a symbolic debugger with the introduction of each new language
implementation for any given architecture. This, however, seems to require unnecessary
duplication of effort among developers. Compilation technology has alleviated some dup-
plication of effort in the development of compilers. Can similar ideas aid in the efficient
development of symbolic debuggers as well?

Maygen explores the possibility of making debugger development efficient by influencing
the language and architecture development processes. Maygen is a “debugger generation
system,” built upon the idea that symbolic debuggers can be divided into three components:
a set of source language interface routines, a set of machine architecture interface routines,
and a language-independent and architecture-independent debugger skeleton. Maygen then
exploits this modularity: First, Maygen precisely defines as well as houses the language-
independent and architecture-independent debugger skeleton. Second, Maygen defines the
protocol for interface interaction among source language developers, machine architecture
developers, and the general-purpose debugger skeleton. Finally, Maygen provides a frame-
work in which the resident debugger skeleton is automatically developed into a stand-alone
symbolic debugger; the resulting debugger is tailored to the specific provisions of a particular
language group and a particular architecture group.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent years have seen a surge of new computer architectures as industry and academia work to develop faster processing power. With the predominance of high-level programming over machine-level programming as well, the need for debugging tools that use source language names and notations has increased. Much effort has been given to automating the phases of compiler writing in order to simplify high-level language implementation for these new architectures. Similar efforts at automation have not, unfortunately, been given to the production of debuggers.

This lack of automation in debugger production can prove expensive in terms of engineering hours, and thus monetary costs, required for development. Early on in the development of an experimental computer system, a low-level debugger is needed to evaluate whether the system is working correctly. After the new computer system is running, each new high-level language written for the system requires a corresponding high-level debugger because users want to debug in terms of the symbols and constructs of the source language. One method for meeting these debugging needs would be to develop from scratch a new debugger for each new architecture and for each new language implemented for a given architecture. Unfortunately, writing debuggers is not only tedious but also time consuming.

1The terms "high-level debugging," "source-level debugging," and "symbolic debugging" are used interchangeably to mean debugging of programs in terms of their source-level names and constructs.
A similar problem confronted compiler developers about fifteen years ago. Compilation technology has since then focused on reducing duplication of effort for various phases of compiler implementation with considerable success. Most notably, parser generators [Joh75, MKR79, ASU86, FJ88], such as yacc [Joh75], and scanner generators, such as lex [ASU86, FJ88], have essentially eliminated the manual creation of parsers and scanners, respectively. Less known but also important have been efforts at automating the development of code generators [GG78, DNF79, Bir82, LJG82] and even entire compilers [BBK+82, Ras82, To90, Sto77, Sch88]. Maygen explores the possibility of applying similar ideas of automation to debugger development.

1.1 Project Overview

This thesis explores a novel approach to providing source-level debugging support through the development of a "debugger generation system." In general, an all-purpose debugger generation system might be a tool that takes as input a source language description and a machine architecture description, and produces as output a fully functional, stand-alone, language-dependent debugger for the specified architecture. Figure 1-1 depicts such a system.

A debugger produced by such a generation system consists of a core debugger skeleton (SKEL) provided by the generator, a source language interface (SLI) created by the generator from the source language input, and a machine architecture interface (MAI) created by the generator from the machine architecture input. Figure 1-2 depicts the components of such a generated debugger.

The debugger generation system designed in this project is called Maygen. Maygen differs from the described all-purpose generation system in terms of what information is conveyed from each of the source language and machine architecture developers to the

---

2 Details about the terms "source language" and "machine architecture" can be found in Section 4.2.
3 The name “Maygen” originated from an initial project goal of generating various symbolic debuggers for one specific target architecture, the Mayfly [Dav92]. The project later evolved to encompass various target architectures as well, though the name Maygen remained.
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Figure 1-1: AN ALL-PURPOSE DEBUGGER GENERATION SYSTEM

Figure 1-2: THE COMPONENTS OF A GENERATED DEBUGGER
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generation system. In the all-purpose system, input consists of source language and target architecture descriptions that are then used by the generator to automatically create the needed interface routines. In the Maygen system, the maximal set of routines comprising each interface is fully specified by Maygen to the users of the generation system; the input from the users contains information that conveys to Maygen which of the defined interface routines are available. Once the available interface routines are known, the Maygen system determines what additional components (parts of the SKEL) are necessary to provide overall debugger functionality as well as to promote the smooth interaction of the two interfaces described above. The Maygen system framework maintains the debugger skeleton, interprets the inputs, and performs the necessary information processing to create a stand-alone, language-dependent and architecture-dependent debugger.

Figure 1-3 depicts the interrelationship among users of the Maygen system. Maygen users can be classified into one of two groups. “Phase I” users work with the Maygen system at debugger generation time, while “Phase II” users work with generated debuggers at debugger runtime.

A prototype of the Maygen system has been developed and two test sets have been run to demonstrate the viability of such a system. The test sets include a declarative Prolog-like source language running on a target virtual machine emulator and an imperative source language running on a target parallel, message-passing distributed-memory architecture.

1.2 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis describes the advantages and disadvantages of related work, explains why the Maygen generated debugger is a more feasible approach, and presents the design, implementation, evaluation, and achievements of the Maygen system.

Chapter 2 begins by briefly examining previous research efforts at providing debugging support for multiple languages.

Chapter 3 presents the features of the conceptual Maygen debugger in comparison and in contrast to existing debuggers.
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Chapter 4 then describes the Maygen system design, including the source language and machine architecture interface protocols, the core debugger skeleton, and the generation framework used to create debuggers.

Chapter 5 elaborates upon the prototype of the Maygen system that was developed, as well as provides some of the more interesting implementation issues involved.

Chapter 6 then discusses the test cases used to evaluate both the capabilities and the effectiveness of the generation system prototype.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the Maygen project, presents the author's conclusions, and speculates upon possible directions for further research in the area of debugger generation.
Chapter 2

Related Work

The idea of debugger generation, although no such system is known to exist or to ever have been designed, was proposed by Johnson[Joh78] in 1978. While Johnson's own focus was on providing a multilingual tool for debugging, he commented that a debugger generation system could possibly be an alternative approach to providing source-level debugging support for multiple languages.

Despite the lack of previous work on debugger generation, two related areas of research have provided some insight for the Maygen project. Specifically, the areas of multilingual debugging and language-independent debugging also try to provide debugging support for multiple languages.

2.1 Multilingual Debugging

Multilingual debugging is a debugging style that permits the debugging of software in which components have been written in more than one source language[Joh82]. Multilingual debugging is useful to consider because of some issues that are similar to those of debugger generation. Specifically, the need to distinguish between language-dependent and language-independent components of debuggers pertains to both.

Two examples of multilingual debuggers are VAX DEBUG[Bea83] and SWAT[Car83].
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VAX DEBUG is the VAX-11 Debugger developed at Digital Equipment Corporation. For a particular set of supported source languages, VAX DEBUG understands: how symbol names are composed in the language, how language expressions are interpreted, how and when type conversions are done in the language, how values in the language are displayed, and how the language scope rules work. Although VAX DEBUG understands this information for a defined set of languages, it operates according to the rules of only one language at a time. VAX DEBUG supports the following languages: assembly, Fortran, Bliss, Basic, Cobol, Pascal, and PL/I.

SWAT is a source-level debugger developed by Data General Corporation. SWAT supports five high-level languages, each of which conforms to an agreed upon “Common Compiler Component Methodology.” This methodology defines a common intermediate language, procedure-calling sequence, and language runtime environment that must be followed by each of the supported languages. The languages understood by SWAT are: C, Cobol, Fortran 77, Pascal, and PL/I.

2.2 Language-independent Debugging

Similar to the idea of multilingual debugging is language-independent debugging. Language-independent debugging refers to debugging techniques that are independent of any one particular source language[Joh82]. A debugging system that has dealt specifically with the issue of language-independence is the RAIDE system[Joh77]. Johnson explains that a separate debugging language might be desirable. The debugging language created for the RAIDE system, called Dispel[Joh81], is designed to aid communication between an interactive user and a runtime, symbolic debugging system.

2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages

Indeed, these previous systems present approaches to debugging that appear to accommodate multiple languages. Such accommodation leads to improved economy of implementa-
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...tion as well as increased ease in product maintenance. In addition, these systems offer a certain amount of functional consistency to the debugger user.

Unfortunately, these systems have several shortcomings. First, they are unable to handle the peculiarities of any specific language; there is no extension mechanism with which to cater to the needs of a given particular language. Second, the languages supported by each of the multilingual debuggers are specified beforehand; to handle another language would mean having to rewrite the debugger itself. These systems are limited to debugging not just a pre-defined set of languages, but moreover, only a pre-defined set of semantically similar languages.

A further fault lies in the language-independent debugging system as well. A user must first learn a completely separate language, the debugging language, before even being able to start debugging a program. Once debugging can actually proceed, the user then needs to worry about the possibility of faulty debugging programs in addition to faulty source programs.

Admittedly, multilingual and language-independent debugging techniques offer some gains over single-language debuggers. Nevertheless, the deficiencies in these debugging techniques are considerable.
Chapter 3

Canonical Generated Debugger

The Maygen debugger tries to maintain the desirable features of multilingual and language-independent debuggers while also trying to improve upon their shortcomings. This chapter begins by describing the features of the canonical Maygen generated debugger, proceeds to explain the motivation behind the chosen design, and then demonstrates how this design is able to offer more than multilingual and language-independent debuggers.

3.1 Overview

The canonical Maygen debugger generally resembles a typical single-language source-level debugger for a compiled language in that it offers the "traditional" functionality with which users are accustomed to debugging programs. The Maygen debugger debugs compiled code that has not been optimized. It is also expected that the user starts up the Maygen debugger and then runs a program under debugger control. The maximal set of fundamental debugging facilities that are supported\(^1\) by a Maygen debugger include: starting, stopping, single-stepping, and continuing an execution; loading a file; resetting the machine; setting, clearing, and listing machine-level as well as source-level breakpoints; activating and sus-

\(^1\)Each of the supported facilities is only available upon satisfaction of specific conditions. See Chapter 4 for details.
pending breakpoints; displaying and setting variable values and register values; tracing and untracing variables and procedures; listing traced variables and procedures; indicating the current source line; displaying a list of debugger commands with help information; repeating the previous command; quitting the debugging session; and adding a comment. The Maygen debugger functionality is summarized in Table 3.1.

Each command's availability depends upon its semantic correctness in the context of the particular source language or machine architecture involved, as well as upon the support provided by both the source language and the machine architecture developers. For example,
a debugger user should not be able to set logic variables in Prolog; thus, the command to set
the value of a variable is not made available in a generated Prolog debugger. In this manner,
each generated debugger is tailored specifically to the particular language and architecture
in question.

In addition to the fundamental debugging facilities, the Maygen debugger also has a
mechanism for incorporating extension commands that are then fully available to the de-
bugger user. For example, the option to choose whether an execution will proceed in a
breadth-first manner or a depth-first manner is not provided by the canonical Maygen de-
bugger; however, this might be a desirable command to have in a Prolog debugger. A Prolog
system developer, then, can specify this option as an extension command to the Maygen
system, which will then add it to the set of commands available in the generated Prolog
debugger.

Extension commands can be specified and provided by the source language developer,
the machine architecture developer, or both. Extension commands are of two general fla-
vors. “Independent” extension commands are self-contained in that their functionality does
not depend upon any routines that might not be available, e.g., from either the source lan-
guage interface routine set or the machine architecture interface routine set. “Dependent”
extension commands, on the other hand, are not self-contained in that their functionality,
and thus their availability to the debugger user, depends upon at least one of the routines
from either the source language interface routine set or the machine architecture interface
routine set.2

Finally, the canonical Maygen debugger understands that not all machines are uniprocess-
sors; the Maygen debugger understands that a machine may have more than one processing
node. In such cases, the Maygen debugger operates on a single node at a time. The debugger
user has the ability to determine the total number of processing nodes present, determine

---

2Either type of extension command— independent or dependent—can use routines explicitly provided by
the debugger skeleton if desired. (See Chapter 4 for details.) Since the availability of an extension command
does not hinge upon the availability of routines provided by the debugger skeleton (because the latter are
always available), debugger skeleton routines do not play a role in the classification of extension commands
into one of the two categories.
Table 3.2: Additional Maygen Debugger Functionality for Multiprocessors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display number of nodes present and available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show current node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch to a different node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change number of nodes available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the number of nodes available, determine which node is being debugged, switch from the current node being debugged to a different node, and change the number of nodes available. Maygen's default mode of execution for multiprocessors is that which is provided by the machine architecture developer. Table 3.2 summarizes the additional debugger functionality provided by Maygen for multiprocessor architectures.

3.2 Design

3.2.1 Debugging Unoptimized Compiled Code

The canonical Maygen debugger was developed to work on unoptimized, compiled code rather than on optimized or interpreted code. Although using an interpreter as the base of a debugger might be beneficial because of how well it supports interactive debugging [Mak91], the approach is more complicated. In addition to a debugger skeleton, the generation system would need to maintain an interpreter skeleton as well. This interpreter skeleton either would need to interpret a broad class of source languages, which is currently infeasible [Joh77], or would need to be developed by the generation system into a language-dependent, architecture-dependent interpreter. The generation of such an interpreter might itself be an interesting research problem, but is tangential to the issue of debugger generation.

Furthermore, Troisi [Tro82] points out that interpreted code may run differently than compiled code; thus, a debugger based upon an interpreter may not illuminate the problem
area of the source code. In addition, a debugger based upon an interpreter might suffer from significantly decreased execution speed[Edw75].

Likewise, the issue of debugging optimized code is also tangential to the primary concern of how to automatically create a symbolic debugger. Thus, the canonical Maygen debugger expects that the code a user loads and therefore wants to debug is unoptimized. Once such code has been determined to be correct, then the user can explore performance issues.

3.2.2 Providing Tailored, Traditional Functionality

The canonical Maygen debugger offers a variety of traditional debugging commands to the user. Such a design was chosen not only because users are more accustomed to this method of debugging and thus can have less startup time learning how to use a Maygen debugger, but also because users would be provided with the essentials of a runtime debugging system, which are the ability to set breakpoints and examine values within the program being debugged[Bro79, Joh81].

Some traditional debugging commands, such as starting an execution, make sense for essentially all languages. The relevance of some other commands, however, are not necessarily immediately apparent. For example, setting a breakpoint makes perfect sense in a language such as C or Pascal; but, what does it mean to set a breakpoint in Prolog? It might, for example, mean the ability to temporarily stop execution at any of the four ports of the multiported box model for Prolog execution[SW90]. Another example is the tracing of variables. This might make good sense in an imperative language, but what does it mean in a declarative one? An example of how the tracing of variables could be used in a declarative language is to follow clauses that match (are true) for a particular search. In cases such as the two described, it is left up to the language developer or architecture developer to decide in what manner each supported traditional debugging command can be best exploited for debugging of the given language on the given architecture.

3See Section 7.2.2 for more details.
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3.2.3 Supporting Extension Commands

Admittedly, not all of the traditional debugging commands are necessarily applicable for all source languages or all machine architectures. For this reason, the Maygen debugger might only provide a subset of the traditional commands, depending on the specific language and architecture in question. That is, the Maygen debugger is specifically designed to be capable of having a command set tailored to the target language and architecture.

This tailoring of the Maygen debugger’s command set goes beyond simply deleting irrelevant or inapplicable traditional debugging commands. Such a system would be not only too limiting for the extremely unconventional target language and/or architecture, but also not good enough for a more conventional but slightly different target language and/or architecture. Accordingly, the Maygen debugger is designed to support extension commands. The extension commands enable language and architecture developers to extend the basic command set of a Maygen debugger to include any additionally desired functionality that is potentially highly-specific for that particular language or architecture.

3.2.4 Supporting Multiprocessors

Although the target architecture for Maygen might be a parallel one, the focus of this project is on developing a method for generating debuggers rather than on determining the best way to implement a parallel debugger. Thus, Maygen debuggers have been designed to deal only with simple notions of parallelism, such as knowing about the existence of multiple processing nodes. A Maygen debugger operates on one processing node at a time and can switch from one node to another upon the user’s request. These capabilities allow for more meaningful debugging on a multiprocessor than possible from a debugger with absolutely no knowledge of multiple nodes. Maygen generated debuggers do not, however, address more complex parallelism issues, such as the monitoring of interprocess communication. Such issues, although potentially beneficial, would tend to detract from the primary concern of the project.
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3.3 Advantages

The more obvious advantages of using Maygen debuggers over traditional, single-language debuggers are similar to the advantages attributed to the use of multilingual or language-independent debugging techniques. First, Maygen debuggers still present a certain degree of functional consistency to the debugger user, resulting in less learning overhead. Second, Maygen debuggers are cheap to build since they require little work on the part of language developers and architecture developers compared to the effort needed to create debuggers from scratch. Finally, maintenance is simplified because the driving engine of the debugger is similar from one Maygen debugger to the next.

While Maygen debuggers share the advantages of multilingual and language-independent debugging systems over traditional, single-language debuggers, Maygen debuggers additionally compensate for the deficiencies inherent in multilingual and language-independent systems. Maygen debuggers are flexible; they can be tailored to the specific needs and peculiarities of different languages and architectures. This flexibility comes in part from the selective availability of the supported debugging routines. More importantly, though, this flexibility comes from the system's allowance of and support for extension commands. These features taken together result in a system capable of handling semantically different languages. Furthermore, Maygen debuggers can be generated for more than just a pre-defined, limited set of languages.

How is it that the Maygen debugger can be so flexible? The answer lies in the fact that it is a generated debugger, that it is generated according to the specifics of each particular language and each particular architecture. This is made possible through the Maygen generation system.
Chapter 4

Generation System Design

4.1 Overview

The Maygen system consists of three major components: a set of interface protocols, a debugger skeleton, and a generation framework. The protocols specify the exact nature of the interface routines that promote smooth communication between the debugger skeleton and the rest of the programming environment.\(^1\) The routines that are available for a given debugger to be generated are conveyed by way of input files to the generation framework. The generation framework, housing the debugger skeleton, processes the input data and produces a stand-alone, language-dependent and architecture-dependent debugger.

Figure 4-1 portrays the components of the Maygen system and how they are interrelated, while Figure 4-2 shows the pieces of a Maygen generated debugger.

The Maygen system was designed in this manner in order to have the capability of producing a debugger that is flexible, in terms of handling very different inputs, yet practical, in terms of providing large savings to language and architecture developers. Since interpreter-based debuggers have some intrinsic problems, the debugging of compiled code was chosen as the basis for Maygen. The decision to have a generation system at all evolved

---

\(^1\)The "rest of the programming environment" refers to the "source language" and "machine architecture." These are explained in detail in Section 4.2.
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Figure 4-1: THE MAYGEN DEBUGGER GENERATION SYSTEM
from the knowledge that non-generated debuggers, such as multilingual debuggers, lack the flexibility needed to support an arbitrary number of language systems as well as to handle semantically different language systems. On the one hand, the generation aspect, tailoring ability, and extension mechanism of the Maygen system make canonical Maygen debuggers flexible. On the other hand, the core debugger skeleton along with the automatic processing of it into a generated debugger make canonical Maygen debuggers practical.

An alternative method that was considered for achieving the dual goals of flexibility and practicality was to add debugging constructs to a source file in a preprocessing-type step. Preprocessors have the advantage that the compiler of the source language to be debugged need not be modified[Edw75]. This method, however, seemed to be extremely limiting in terms of what debugging capabilities a debugger user would have, as well as in terms of what languages and systems could actually be handled effectively.
4.2 Interface Protocols

An important aspect of developing the Maygen system is deciding upon the interaction of the Maygen debugger with the rest of the world. Some programming languages employ the notion of an abstract machine, or virtual machine, with which to serve conceptual\textsuperscript{2} and/or implementational\textsuperscript{3} purposes. When this is the case, the high level aspects of the abstraction could be exploited for the purposes of debugging. An example is the modification of the ports of the Prolog box model to support debugging[SW90].

Conventional languages such as C and Fortran do not really have abstract machines with which to visualize their execution. For example, in a Unix system[MM83], an object file produced by the C compiler executes as just another process running under the Unix operating system. Conceptually, one might visualize that process having a certain amount of memory allocated to it and have a notion of data and instructions residing in that memory, as well as a "location counter" that indicates the current instruction being executed. Clearly, such a mental model of program execution is down near the level of the operating system and machine architecture on which the process is running.

The Maygen system adopts an intermediate position toward debuggers that attempts to take advantage of higher levels of abstraction when available, but that can be used for lower-level conventional programs as well. The Maygen system separates the source program from the evaluation environment.

Accordingly, the two interfaces to the Maygen debugger are the source program and the evaluation environment. The interface to the source language is fittingly referred to as the Source Language Interface (SLI). The interface to the evaluation environment is less appropriately referred to as the Machine Architecture Interface (MAI); this interface might

\textsuperscript{2}As a conceptual technique, the abstract machine allows a high level way to think about the execution of a program. This capability is especially useful when the programming language contains non-trivial control mechanisms such as Prolog's unification or Snobol's pattern matcher.

\textsuperscript{3}As an implementation technique, the abstract machine can serve as a specification that describes details of a particular algorithm, such as a unifier or pattern matcher, used to implement the language. In addition, the abstract machine can serve as an implementation prototype, as in the Lisp functions Eval and Apply, which define the complete Lisp evaluator in just a few lines of Lisp code.
encompass not only the machine architecture, but also a runtime system, an operating system, an abstract machine, or a combination.

The interface protocols specify the exact nature of the routines that are used by the core debugger to interact with the source program and the architecture. Each interface protocol can be thought of as the set of routines that comprise the interaction between the core debugger and source program, or between the core debugger and machine architecture. The Source Language Interface routines are provided by a language developer, while the Machine Architecture Interface routines are provided by a system developer.

Each interface consists of approximately fifteen routines; these translate to the supported functionality of a generated debugger. There exists a minimal subset of routines that are required of the Source Language Interface and of the Machine Architecture Interface in order for a working debugger to be generated. With the provision of this minimal subset, Maygen can automatically create a low-level debugger. With the provision of increasingly more Source Language Interface and Machine Architecture Interface routines, Maygen can create symbolic debuggers with increasingly larger amounts of functionality. These sets of interface routines are experimentally derived.

Table 4.1 lists the routines constituting the Source Language Interface as specified by the current Maygen design. Similarly, Table 4.2 lists the routines contained in the Machine Architecture Interface as specified by the current Maygen design.

The interface protocols not only specify the routines that should be provided, but also the format in which such information is conveyed to the generation framework. The input to the generation framework consists of two text files, one for information about the Source Language Interface and the other for information about the Machine Architecture Interface. The Source Language Interface input file contains: a listing of the Source Language Interface routines with specification of whether or not each is available, the name of the source language, the location and name of a library containing the Source Language Interface routines.

Henceforth, the "machine architecture" and the "architecture" refer to the evaluation environment, except when specified otherwise.
Table 4.1: Source Language Interface Routines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialize SLI</th>
<th>Map procedure to object line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map procedure beginning to object line</td>
<td>Map procedure ending to object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace procedure</td>
<td>Map source line to object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read in symbols</td>
<td>Print labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List procedures</td>
<td>Print symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print symbols</td>
<td>Display text of current source line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untrace procedure</td>
<td>Process initial debugger arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process initial debugger arguments</td>
<td>Print SLI information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Machine Architecture Interface Routines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialize MAI</th>
<th>Is program loaded?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Install machine breakpoint</td>
<td>Continue program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninstall machine breakpoint</td>
<td>Set machine breakpoint on a procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear machine breakpoint on a procedure</td>
<td>Read in program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print register contents</td>
<td>Run program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step, following procedure calls</td>
<td>Step, not following procedure calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset machine</td>
<td>Process initial debugger arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print MAI information</td>
<td>Change current processing node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change number of available nodes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
routines, and information about each extension command desired by the language developer. This extension command information includes the total number of extension commands supported by the language developer as well as details about each extension command. These details include: the name of the command, the declaration used to indicate it is an externally defined procedure, the invocation of the command with its arguments, and a list of Source Language Interface and Machine Architecture Interface routines upon which the proper functioning of the extension command depends.\footnote{For independent extension commands, this list will be empty.}

Similarly, the Machine Architecture Interface input file contains: a listing of the Machine Architecture Interface routines with specification of whether or not each is available, the name of the architecture or abstract machine, the location and name of a library containing the Machine Architecture Interface routines, and information about each extension command desired by the machine developer. The information for these extension commands is exactly analogous to that of the extension commands for the Source Language Interface. The Machine Architecture Interface input file additionally contains information about how many processing nodes are present as well as how many processing nodes are available in the target architecture.

An example of a Source Language Interface input file template, which can be filled in by a language developer, can be found in Appendix A. Appendix B contains an example of a Machine Architecture Interface input file template.

4.3 Debugger Skeleton

The debugger skeleton consists of the components of a symbolic debugger that have been determined to be language-independent and architecture-independent. These components have been grouped together to form the core of a debugger, hence debugger skeleton, which the Maygen system uses as the backbone with which to create Maygen debuggers.

The debugger skeleton can be thought of as providing the glue necessary for coherently...
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sticking together the interface routines. More accurately, the debugger skeleton is several files of code, some of which contribute directly (unchanged) to the code of a generated debugger, and some of which are either superset's of or incomplete fragments of code that will be modified by the generation framework into code that will then be part of a generated debugger. The final output files include a makefile with which the user can make the newly-generated debugger from its source code.

More descriptively, the debugger skeleton consists of debugger components such as the debugger user interface, command loop driver, and grungy initialization and maintenance routines, e.g., for keeping track of tracing. The debugger user interface can range from a simple textual interface to a much more elaborate graphical user interface. This interface need only be written once and then can be used for each subsequent Maygen debugger. An example of a grungy maintenance job is the breakpointing facility: coordinating the setting (and checking for duplicates), clearing (and checking for validity), keeping track, listing, installing, uninstalling, activating, and suspending of machine-level and source-level breakpoints.

Each debugger command supported by the debugger skeleton is affiliated with certain Source Language Interface and Machine Architecture Interface routines upon which its functionality depends. A given, supported debugger command is only available if the routines upon which it depends are made available by the language and/or architecture developers. For example, the command that allows a debugger user to set a breakpoint on a source line depends upon one Machine Architecture Interface routine (install machine breakpoint) and one Source Language Interface routine (map source line to object line). If either of these routines is not supported, then the source-level breakpoint setting command is unavailable in the subsequently generated debugger. The debugger commands supported by the debugger skeleton are identical to those previously described in Table 3.1.

As mentioned previously, a few debugger skeleton routines are explicitly provided to aid Maygen system users. Language or architecture developers can freely call these routines from within either extension commands or Interface routines. The debugger skeleton
routines supported in this manner are listed in Table 4.3.

4.4 Generation Framework

This section describes the overall framework used by the Maygen system to create a functional debugger. This framework serves as the driving engine for accepting input information about the Source Language and Machine Architecture Interfaces, for translating the input into which debugger commands will be available, and for appropriately modifying and appending the debugger skeleton to make it a stand-alone debugger.

The generation framework understands the format of the input files and thus can read and interpret the information in the input. The generation framework also houses, or more accurately, keeps track of, all the pieces of the debugger skeleton. The framework knows which pieces are to be left intact to become part of a generated debugger as well as which need to be either augmented or chopped and spliced.

The generation framework decides, based upon which Source Language Interface and Machine Architecture Interface routines are known to be available, what components will go into the debugger to be generated and how these components should be put together to make a working unit. The framework processes the input information to determine which debugger commands will comprise the command set of the debugger to be generated. These command names are then incorporated into the “help list” available to debugger users, while
the code that implements these commands are incorporated into the source code files that compile into the functional debugger. Finally, the generation framework outputs all the necessary code files and a makefile for the new Maygen debugger.

The framework is designed to perform at generation time all of the interpretation and processing necessary for a given debugger to be generated. By performing all input interpreting and processing during debugger generation, Maygen debuggers can avoid unnecessary runtime inefficiency.
Chapter 5

Prototype Implementation

The Maygen system design encompasses more than does the prototype that has been implemented thus far. This chapter describes the environment in which the system was developed and the scope of the prototype, as well as presents some of the more interesting implementational details.

5.1 Overview

The experiment was carried out using the equipment and facilities of Hewlett Packard Laboratories. A single-processor workstation HP9000/840 running HP-UX 7.0, Hewlett Packard's version of UNIX, was used for the development of the debugger generation system. The prototype Maygen system is written in the C language.

The prototype generation system consists of the Source Language Interface and Machine Architecture Interface protocols with routines defined and input file formats specified, an implemented subset of the designed debugger skeleton, and a functional generation framework that handles the existing debugger skeleton and inputs.
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5.2 Maygen Debugger Features

The canonical Maygen debugger of the prototype generation system supports most of the functionality supported by that of the designed system. These commands are summarized in Table 5.1. The commands that are not supported in this implementation are listed in Table 5.2. An additional note is that the support for tracing and untracing of procedures is currently implemented as the setting and clearing of breakpoints on procedure names. Tracing of procedures could be made more elaborate by not only breaking when a procedure is reached, but also automatically displaying the values of the procedure's arguments upon invocation and displaying any return value upon exit.

As in the design, each debugging command's availability depends upon its semantic correctness in the context of the particular source language or machine architecture involved, as well as upon the support provided by both the source language and the machine architecture developers.

The prototype canonical Maygen debugger is able to support one of the two flavors of extension commands described in Section 3.1. Independent extension commands are currently incorporated in the prototype, whereas dependent extension commands are not.

Finally, the prototype Maygen debugger operates on a single node at a time, but understands that there might be more than one processor in the target architecture. Thus, when the target architecture has multiple nodes, the generated Maygen debugger allows the user to: determine the total number of nodes present, determine how many nodes are available, find out which node is being debugged, switch between nodes, and change the number of nodes available. This functionality is identical to that designed, which is summarized in Table 3.2.

5.3 Interface Protocols

The Source Language Interface and Machine Architecture Interface are implemented as described in Section 4.2, having the goal of separating the source program from the evalua-
Table 5.1: Debugger Functionality Implemented in Prototype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-step execution (following calls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-step execution (not following calls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset the machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set, clear, list machine-level breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set, clear, list source-level breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspend breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display register values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace and untrace procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List user program labels and symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show current source line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print information about debugger status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display list of debugger commands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat previous command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quit Debugger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment (ignored)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Debugger Functionality Not Implemented in Prototype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display and set variable values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace and untrace variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List traced variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List traced procedures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tion environment. The specified routines comprising the Source Language Interface are the same as those listed in Table 4.1; likewise, the specified routines comprising the Machine Architecture Interface are the same as those enumerated in Table 4.2.

The input file formats, which the Maygen prototype uses, are identical to those prescribed by the interface protocol design of Section 4.2. The sample Source Language Interface input file template located in Appendix A is the actual input file template used for the prototype's language test cases. Similarly, the sample Machine Architecture Interface input file template located in Appendix B is the actual input file template used for the prototype's architecture test cases.

5.4 Debugger Skeleton

The prototype debugger skeleton consists of components of a symbolic debugger that are language-independent and architecture-independent, as designed. However, the prototype debugger skeleton does not encompass as much basic supported functionality as does the designed debugger skeleton. Also, the debugger user interface is a purely textual one.

The command loop driver is based upon a C language switch statement that switches on the interactive user's typed command. This implementation was chosen for relative efficiency in carrying out the desired command and for ease in tailoring the appropriate code files to the inputs.

The debugger skeleton consists of five files that contribute unchanged to a generated debugger's source code and six files that are modified into files that are then directly part of a generated debugger's source code. The files that contribute unchanged contain source code files that implement breakpoints, essential debugger initializations and driver routines, and input/output routines. These files also include header files that list Source Language Interface, Machine Architecture Interface, and debugger skeleton routines.

The files that need to be modified before becoming part of a generated debugger are the makefile, "cases" file, "filler" file, extension command file, "miscellaneous" file, and "debugger help list" file. The "cases" file is a superset of the code needed to decide what
to perform for each command. When the prerequisite routines are available for a given debugger command, that command will be associated with code that performs the actual command; when the prerequisite routines are not available, however, that command will be associated with code that relays to the user the unavailability of the invoked command. In addition, each command is accordingly added or not added to the debugger help list in the "debugger help list" file. Thus, when a user calls up a help list of debugger commands, those commands that are not available, due to lack of sufficient support from either the language or architecture developer, will not be included in the list. The "filler" file is created by Maygen to account for all of the Source Language Interface and Machine Architecture Interface routines that are not provided as inputs. Maygen creates "filler" routines to satisfy the compiler's checks, knowing that these dummy routines will not actually be called. The extension command file is created by Maygen to handle the calling of appropriate extension commands upon a user's invocation of such commands. Finally, the "miscellaneous" file is created by Maygen to hold two architecture-dependent definitions as well as routines for printing information upon debugger startup and exit.

5.5 Generation Framework

The prototype generation framework is as described in Section 4.4. This generation framework understands the input file formats, reads and interprets the input files, accordingly performs the actual modifying of the debugger skeleton files described in the previous section, and outputs all necessary source code to create a new debugger.
Chapter 6

Results

This chapter discusses the test cases used to evaluate the prototype generation system, and hence the Maygen system design itself.

6.1 Overview

The goal for choosing the test cases was to select domains that are quite different in order to show the flexibility that Maygen has in comparison to existing systems for providing debugging support to multiple programming environments. Each test set\(^1\) is comprised of a source language that conforms to the Source Language Interface protocol (in terms of interface routines and Maygen input file), and a machine architecture that conforms to the Machine Architecture Interface protocol (in terms of interface routines and Maygen input file).

Two such test sets have been run through the Maygen system. The two source languages and their evaluation environments are: a declarative language, OPAL, running on the OM virtual machine, and an imperative language, C, running on the Mayfly parallel architecture. By generating a symbolic debugger for both a declarative language and an imperative language, Maygen demonstrates its ability to handle semantically-different languages.

\(^{1}\)A “test set” consists of both a source language “test case” and a machine architecture “test case.”
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Table 6.1: SLI Routines Supported By OPAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize SLI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map procedure to object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map procedure beginning to object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read in symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print SLI information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process initial debugger arguments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Test Cases

6.2.1 OPAL and OM

OPAL, the Oregon Parallel Logic language, is a Prolog-like language developed at the University of Oregon [Con90, Con91, Con92]. OPAL is based on the AND/OR Process Model [Kac90], which is an abstract model for parallel logic programs. The AND/OR Process Model has an operational semantics defined by asynchronous objects that communicate entirely by messages.

OPAL programs are compiled into the instruction set of the OPAL Machine, or OM. The OM is a virtual machine similar to the Warren abstract machine [War83] for standard Prolog implementations. The difference is that the OM virtual machine is designed for programs that execute according to the AND/OR Process Model on nonshared memory multiprocessors. The version of the OM virtual machine used for this test set runs on a uniprocessor UNIX workstation; it does not exploit AND or OR parallelism in this implementation.

The OPAL language test case supports eight out of the fourteen Source Language Interface routines specified by the Maygen prototype and provides no extension commands. The routines supported by OPAL are summarized in Table 6.1, while those that are not supported are listed in Table 6.2.

The OM virtual machine test case supports fifteen out of the seventeen Machine Archi-
Table 6.2: SLI ROUTINES NOT SUPPORTED BY OPAL

| Map procedure ending to object line |
| Trace procedure                  |
| Map source line to object line   |
| List procedures                  |
| Display text of current source line |
| Untrace procedure                |

tecture Interface routines specified by the Maygen prototype. Additionally, the OM test case provides twelve independent extension commands.

The OM virtual machine supports all of the Machine Architecture Interface routines except the two routines specific to multiprocessors since the OM implementation is for a uniprocessor. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 summarize those routines supported and not supported, respectively, by the OM virtual machine.

The extension commands provided by the OM virtual machine provide the debugger user with the capabilities to choose between: searching for all solutions or just one solution, performing a breadth-first or a depth-first search, executing in quiet mode or not, tracing processes or not during execution, tracing instructions or not during execution, and displaying registers symbolically or not. The extension commands also enable the user to print sections of object code, sections of the heap being used by the OM virtual machine, message or process information, queue contents, and a process tree for the execution. These additional features are summarized in Table 6.5. A sample OM Machine Architecture Interface input file can be found in Appendix C.

The Maygen generation framework accepted the input files of the described test set and produced a symbolic debugger for OPAL running on the OM virtual machine. The debugger commands supported by the generated OPAL debugger are listed in Table 6.6.

The OPAL Source Language Interface input file and the OM Machine Architecture Interface input file were tested to have varying numbers of interface routines available to
Table 6.3: MAI ROUTINES SUPPORTED BY OM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialize MAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is program loaded?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install machine breakpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninstall machine breakpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set machine breakpoint on a procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear machine breakpoint on a procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read in program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print register contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step, following procedure calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step, not following procedure calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print MAI information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process initial debugger arguments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: MAI ROUTINES NOT SUPPORTED BY OM

| Change current processing node |
| Change number of available nodes |
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Table 6.5: MAI EXTENSION COMMANDS PROVIDED BY OM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toggle all-solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle breadth-first search</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle quiet mode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle process trace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle instruction trace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle symbolic register display</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print heap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print message information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print process information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print queue contents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print process tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maygen. The supported functionality of each resulting OPAL debugger variant was checked to ascertain that the debuggers changed accordingly. These generated OPAL debugger variants were then tested on a suite of OPAL programs to verify their correctness.

6.2.2 C and Mayfly

The language of the second test set is C, the familiar, imperative language developed by Ritchie[KR88, KW91]. C is a relatively low-level, general-purpose programming language. While C provides data types and fundamental control-flow constructions such as looping and decision making for single-threaded control flow, it does not provide built-in higher-level mechanisms such as input/output facilities or operations on composite objects such as lists and arrays.

Compiled C programs are processed by the Mayfly architecture[Dav92]. The Mayfly, developed at Hewlett Packard Laboratories, serves as a back-end processor for a Hewlett Packard Series 800 workstation. The Mayfly is a scalable, general-purpose parallel processing architecture; it is a distributed memory machine with communication supported by message passing.
Table 6.6: Functionality of the Generated OPAL Debugger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Print help information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat previous command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set breakpoint on object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set procedure breakpoint (trace procedure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue from breakpoint or step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete breakpoint on object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete procedure breakpoint (untrace procedure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read in compiled user program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display general registers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print information about debugger status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List user program labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List user program symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quit debugger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single step (follow calls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single step (do not follow calls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspend breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset machine to startup state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment (ignored)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute an extension command:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Toggle all-solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Toggle breadth-first search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Toggle quiet mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Toggle process trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Toggle instruction trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Toggle symbolic register display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Print code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Print heap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Print message information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Print process information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Print queue contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Print process tree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 6.7: SLI Routines Supported By C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize SLI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map source line to object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map procedure to object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map procedure beginning to object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map procedure ending to object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read in symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process initial debugger arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print SLI information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: SLI Routines Not Supported By C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trace procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untrace procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display text of current source line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The C language test case supports nine out of the fourteen Source Language Interface routines specified by the Maygen prototype and provides no extension commands. The routines supported by C are summarized in Table 6.7, while those that are not supported are listed in Table 6.8.

The Mayfly architecture test case supports sixteen out of the seventeen Machine Architecture Interface routines specified by the Maygen prototype. The Mayfly test case supports all of the Machine Architecture Interface routines except execution stepping that does not follow procedure calls. Tables 6.9 and 6.10 summarize those routines supported and not supported, respectively, by the Mayfly test case.

Additionally, the Mayfly test case provides three independent extension commands that
Table 6.9: MAI Routines Supported By Mayfly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routines Supported</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize MAI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is program loaded?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install machine breakpoint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step, following procedure calls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninstall machine breakpoint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set machine breakpoint on a procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear machine breakpoint on a procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read in program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print register contents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset machine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process initial debugger arguments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print MAI information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change current processing node</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change number of available nodes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.10: MAI Routine Not Supported By Mayfly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routines Not Supported</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step, not following procedure calls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

give users the capability to select which CPU of the current processing node to debug. Each Mayfly processing node has two CPUs: the Message Processor (MP) and the Execution Processor (EP). The Mayfly extension commands provide the debugger user with the following capabilities: to select the MP of the current node for debugging, to select the EP of the current node for debugging, and to determine which CPU is the current (being debugged) CPU of a given Mayfly processing node. These additional features are summarized in Table 6.11.

The Maygen generation framework accepted the input files of the described test set
and produced a C debugger for the Mayfly. The debugger commands supported by the
generated C debugger are listed in Table 6.12

The C Source Language Interface input file and the Mayfly Machine Architecture In-
terface input file were tested to have varying numbers of interface routines available to
Maygen. The resulting C debugger variants were inspected to ensure that their set of
supported functionality changed accordingly. As observed for the OPAL/OM test set, the
supported functionality of each resulting generated C debugger also correctly reflected the
changed Maygen inputs.

Due to logistical difficulties, the generated C debugger variants were “tested” by closely
watching the commands attempted to be written to the Mayfly monitor, the software that
connects the Mayfly architecture with its front-end workstation. Interfacing to this monitor
is the Mayfly’s debugger library. Normally, any debugger for the Mayfly calls basic routines
from this debugger library. The debugger library routines, which normally communicate
directly with the Mayfly via the monitor program, were replaced during testing with verbose
stubs. Attempted command writes to the monitor from generated C debugger variants were
then compared with the attempted command writes of similar debugging commands invoked
from an existing, tested debugger for the Mayfly.

---

2The Mayfly architecture can only be used locally because its software currently does not support remote
access. Maygen work, however, was completed 3000 miles from the residence of the Mayfly.
### Table 6.12: Functionality of the Generated C Debugger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Print help information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat previous command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set breakpoint on source line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set breakpoint on object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set breakpoint at procedure beginning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set breakpoint at procedure exit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set procedure breakpoint (trace procedure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue from breakpoint or step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete breakpoint on object line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete breakpoint on source line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete procedure breakpoint (untrace procedure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read in compiled user program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display general registers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print information about debugger status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List traced procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quit debugger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single step (follow calls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspend breakpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset machine to startup state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment (ignored)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute an extension command:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Select MP of current node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Select EP of current node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Determine which CPU is current CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute a multinode command:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Change processing nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Determine current number of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Determine current node</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the Maygen project, presents some conclusions about debugger generation in general and the Maygen approach in specific, and suggests areas for further research.

7.1 Summary

The ability to provide debugging support for multiple languages is an important one because of today's demand for high-level debuggers to accompany high-level languages.

Two previous approaches that were considered for providing debugging support for multiple languages are multilingual debugging and language-independent debugging. These approaches might be feasible when the set of languages that the systems support are semantically very similar. Such similarity, however, may be more rare in the future and is presently non-existent for parallel languages. Hence there has been a strong need to pursue other debugging methods that are capable of supporting a semantically diverse set of languages.

Maygen, the debugger generation system described in this thesis, is precisely such a debugging method. In light of the greater semantic diversity amongst programming languages, this system is more feasible than previous approaches to providing debugging sup-
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port because of its ability to take into account different programming models. Additionally, generated debuggers exhibit a large degree of functional consistency, thus minimizing the user’s overhead in learning a new debugging system for each new language.

The Maygen system provides for “quick and easy” creation of language-dependent debuggers for the respective target architectures. Such a feat is made possible by the system’s imposition of interface protocols to be followed by language developers and architecture developers, provision of the glue necessary to not only smoothly connect the two interfaces but also serve as the core debugging engine, and provision of the framework that performs the actual gluing of the separate pieces.

Maygen has been shown to handle both a declarative language and an imperative language with reasonable results. The generated debuggers provided at least the minimal functionality needed for useful debugging without much additional effort on the part of language and architecture developers. Moreover, the generated debuggers were able to cater to the particular needs of each language and each architecture. Specifically, the generated OPAL debugger included several commands to provide for debugging features specific to Prolog-like languages, while the generated C debugger included commands to provide for debugging features specific to multiprocessor architectures.

Thus, the Maygen debugger generation system is a viable approach to providing debugging support for multiple languages, an increasingly important consideration as very different languages, such as parallel languages, are created.

7.2 Future Work

Because Maygen presents a feasible solution for providing debugging support, it is interesting to speculate upon what directions further research in the area of debugger generation might take.
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Table 7.1: FUTURE MAYGEN WORK

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional test sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved test cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced skeleton and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>additional interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>routines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.1 Maygen Prototype Enhancements

Several areas call for immediate improvement in the Maygen prototype. Most notably is the need to further explore the sample space of programming languages and their evaluation environments by creating additional test sets. A good third test set might be the Lisp [WH84, Bro86] language along with the Lisp runtime system. In addition, the existing test cases should be expanded where possible in order to produce debuggers with increased amounts of functionality. Finally, the existing debugger skeleton could be enhanced to provide a greater maximal amount of supported generated debugger functionality. This enhancement would most likely also require the specification of additional interface routines to be provided by the language and/or architecture developers. The suggested immediate modifications to the Maygen prototype are summarized in Table 7.1.

7.2.2 Related Areas to Explore

This section presents research areas suggested by Maygen work but of a much broader nature than that presented in the previous section. These areas can be grouped into four primary topics: creation of a Runtime System Interface (RSI); characterization of a language, architecture, or runtime system and the subsequent automatic generation of the respective Interface routines from each characterization; debugging of optimized code; and true debugging of parallel systems.

The division of the “world” that Maygen debuggers view is a rather unique one. Although the separation of a source program from that on which it runs, its evaluation envi-
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ronment, is a viable approach for the Maygen debugger, an alternative division might be to separate the source program from its runtime system as well as from its architecture.\(^1\) This approach might provide for a "cleaner" and more traditional division; but, at the same time, this approach might be unnecessarily complex due to the desire to exploit higher-level abstractions when available, as described in Section 4.2.

A more thought-provoking area to explore is that of characterizing a source language in a way that a generation system could then automatically create the Source Language Interface routines defined in the Maygen system. Analogously, the characterizations of a machine architecture and of a runtime system, as well as the subsequent generation of Machine Architecture Interface and Runtime System Interface routines pose interesting questions. A key idea to keep in mind, though, is that although a method of characterization for these areas could prove theoretically interesting, it might not be practical in the context of efficient debugger generation. For example, language developers might find it much easier to conform to a set protocol for interface interaction (i.e., provide defined routines) rather than to conform to a "characterization method" for describing their language (i.e., provide a characterization of their language).

A third idea is that perhaps a debugger generation system could be developed that can better handle the debugging of optimized code. A start in that direction is that generated debuggers might be able to support semantically-unchanging optimizations—optimizations that are transparent to the user, such as dealing with register use versus memory use or caching. Another example of such an optimization would be one that moves a value to a storage place earlier than expected according to the source program, but that does not matter since that particular memory location is not needed any more. Hennessy examines the tradeoff between the optimization of code and the ability to symbolically debug it[Hen79], while Zellweger both studies the problem of debugging optimized programs and attempts to confront one aspect of this problem[Zel84].

A final area of research suggested by Maygen work is the generation of true parallel

\(^1\) "Architecture" in this case refers to the evaluation environment minus the runtime system.
debuggers. Although Maygen's approach of having knowledge of multiple processing nodes but debugging only one node at a time is sufficient for this initial project in debugger generation, future work will probably need to better address parallel debugging issues.

The suggested areas to explore in further research of debugger generation systems are summarized in Table 7.2.

Without question, Maygen not only has presented an interesting and viable approach to providing debugging support for multiple language systems, but has also suggested a wealth of interesting research topics to pursue.
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SLI Input File Template

%% INPUT FILE FORMAT FOR SOURCE LANGUAGE

SOURCE LANGUAGE NAME:
(e.g., CLU)
%###
your_source_language_name

DEBUGGER LIBRARY PATH:
(e.g., /users/tsien/maygen/opal/)
%###
your_debugger_library_path_name

DEBUGGER LIBRARY FILE NAME WITHOUT LEADING "lib" OR TRAILING ".a":
(e.g., for "libmf_debug.a", only use "mf_debug")
%###
your_library_file_name

%###
% Procedures: %
%###
1. %###% Y

```c
int init_sli(void)
```

```c
%% Requires:  ---
%% Modifies:  ---
%% Effects:   Does any necessary initializations for SLI
%% Returns:   1 if everything initialized ok; 0 otherwise.
%% Note:      (If procedure missing, assumed that there is
%%             no initialization necessary for SLI)
```

2. %###% [Y or N]

```c
int map_proc_to_object(char *proc, char *label)
```

```c
%# Requires: proc is name user uses to refer to given procedure
%# label is name that compiler might use to refer to proc
%# Modifies:  ---
%# Effects:
%# Returns:   -1 if syntax error in proc spec
%# 0 if procedure not found
%# n > 0, where n = object line corresponding to
%# the source code of proc
```

3. %###% [Y or N]

```c
int map_procbegin_to_object(char *proc, char *label)
```

```c
%# Requires: proc is name user uses to refer to given procedure
%# label is name that compiler might use to refer to proc
%# Modifies:  ---
%# Effects:
%# Returns:   -1 if syntax error in proc spec
%# 0 if procedure not found
%# n > 0, where n = object line corresponding to
%# the beginning source line of proc
```
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4. %###% [Y or N]
int map_procend_to_object(char *proc, char *label)

%% Requires: proc is name user uses to refer to given procedure
%% label is name that compiler might use to refer to proc
%% Modifies: ---
%% Effects:
%% Returns: -1 if syntax error in proc spec
%% 0 if procedure not found
%% n, where n = object line corresponding to
%% the end source line of proc

5. %###% [Y or N]
void trace_procedure(char *proc, char *label)

%% Requires: proc is name user uses to refer to given procedure
%% label is name that compiler uses to refer to proc
%% Modifies: ---
%% Effects: Does whatever is necessary to trace proc
%% Returns: ---

6. %###% [Y or N]
int map_source_to_object(int srcline)

%% Requires: srcline is an integer
%% Modifies: ---
%% Effects:
%% Returns: -1 if there is not source code at line srcline, or
%% if a breakpoint cannot be set at that line.
%% n, where n = object line corresponding to
%% line srcline.
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---

7. %###% Y

**int read_symbols(char *filename)**

---

**Requires:** filename is the name of file with symbols to be read in

**Modifies:**

**Effects:** Loads user program symbols and/or labels;

sets global int program_start_loc to be address of

where program starts, if known. Sets global

**char user_program[]** to be filename.

**Returns:** 1 if symbols read successfully; 0 otherwise.

---

8. %###% [Y or N]

**void print_labels(char *arg1)**

---

**Requires:** arg1 is not required, but could be used

**Modifies:**

**Effects:** Prints out labels of user program currently loaded.

**Returns:**

---

9. %###% [Y or N]

**void list_procedures(char *arg1)**

---

**Requires:** arg1 is not required, but could be used

**Modifies:**

**Effects:** Prints out procedures of user program currently loaded.

**Returns:**

---

10. %###% [Y or N]

**void print_symbols(char *arg1)**

---
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11. %###% [Y or N]
void display_source_line_text(char *src_line)

12. %###% [Y or N]
void untrace Procedure(char *proc, char *label)

13. %###% [Y or N]
void print_sli_info(void)
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14. %###% [Y or N]

```c
int ProcessSLIArgs(int argc, char *argv[], char *profilename)
```

%% Requires:  profilename is name of debugger program
%% Modifies:  ---
%% Effects:  Processes arguments, if any, of a generated debugger.
%% Prints a "Usage error:" line to output if returning 0.
%% Returns:  1 if everything ok; 0 otherwise.

===============
EXTENSION COMMANDS
===============

NUMBER OF EXTENSION COMMANDS
(0 <= number <= 20)

%###%
<number>

For each extension command, specify:

(1) help line, including both name of command user will type
    and help string for help menu
    (e.g., "ta  Toggle all-solutions."

(2) invocation of name of routine to be called, using arguments
    arg1, arg2, arg3 (max 3 args)
    (e.g., "toggle_all_solutions();"

(3) extern reference line
    (e.g., "extern void toggle_all_solutions();"

EXAMPLE:

Extension Command 1

%###%
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ta <n>          Toggle all-solutions. n = max number of solns

%###%
toggle_all_solutions(arg1);

%###%
extern void toggle_all_solutions();
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MAI Input File Template

%% INPUT FILE FORMAT FOR TARGET ARCHITECTURE

TARGET ARCHITECTURE NAME:
(e.g., CM5)
%%%%%
your_architecture_name

DEBUGGER LIBRARY PATH:
(e.g., /users/tsien/maygen/om/)
%%%%%
your_debugger_library_path_name

DEBUGGER LIBRARY FILE NAME WITHOUT LEADING "lib" OR TRAILING ".a":
(e.g., for "libmf_debug.a", only use "mf_debug")
%%%%%
your_library_file_name

ACTUAL NUMBER OF PROCESSING NODES IN TARGET ARCHITECTURE
("1" for a uniprocessor)
%%%%%
your_number

65
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DESIRED NUMBER OF PROCESSING NODES IN TARGET ARCHITECTURE
(DESIRED NUMBER <= ACTUAL NUMBER: "1" for a uniprocessor)

your_number

Procedures: 

1. %###% Y

int init_mai(void)

2. %###% Y

int program_loaded(void)

3. %###% [Y or N]

int InstallMachineBreakpoint(int addr)
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%% Effects: Installs a breakpoint at addr such that when program execution reaches addr, it halts
%% Returns: Original instruction (int) being replaced by breakpoint, to be passed to UninstallMachineBreakpoint. Returns an integer < 0 if did not install correctly.

4. Y
void continue_program(void)

%% Requires: 
%% Modifies: 
%% Effects: If program is running, continues running it. Otherwise prints a message to user that program should be started first.
%% Returns: 

5. [Y or N]
int UninstallMachineBreakpoint(int addr, int orig_instruction)

%% Requires: addr is a valid code address of the current program where a breakpoint can be removed; orig_instruction is identical to that returned by InstallMachineBreakpoint
%% Modifies: (object code)
%% Effects: Uninstalls a breakpoint at addr such that when program execution reaches addr, it no longer halts due to this breakpoint. Original instruction is reinstated.
%% Returns: int n: n=0 if worked correctly; n<0 if did not work

6. [Y or N]
int SetMachineProcBreakpoint(char *proc, int n, int trace_on)
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%% Requires: proc is name user uses to refer to a procedure or which
%% a breakpoint is to be added
%% n is the code address where this procedure starts
%% Modifies: (object code)
%% Effects: Adds proc to list of procedure breakpoints by calling
%%
%% int add_to_proc_breakpt_list(char *proc, int addr).
%% int trace_on). (1 if good; 0 if bad)
%% (in SKEL) and adds corresponding machine address
%% breakpoint(s) from list by calling (in SKEL:)
%% int add_to_machine_breakpt_list(int addr).
%% 1 if good; 0 if bad)
%% Returns: 1 if set successfully; 0 otherwise

7. %## % [Y or N]
int ClearMachineProcBreakpoint(char *proc, int n)

%% Requires: proc is name user uses to refer to a procedure on which
%% there is a breakpoint to be removed.
%% n is the code address where the procedure starts
%% Modifies: (object code)
%% Effects: Removes proc from list of procedure breakpoints by calling
%%
%% int remove_from_proc_breakpt_list(char *proc, int addr)
%% 1 if good; 0 if bad returned)
%% (in SKEL) and removes corresponding machine address
%% breakpoints from list by calling (in SKEL:)
%% int remove_from_machine_breakpt_list(int addr)
%% 1 if good; 0 if bad returned)
%% Returns: 1 if successful; 0 otherwise

8. %## % Y
int read_program(char *filename)

%%=

---

7. %## % [Y or N]

```c
int ClearMachineProcBreakpoint(char *proc, int n)
```

%% Requires: proc is name user uses to refer to a procedure on which
%% there is a breakpoint to be removed.
%% n is the code address where the procedure starts
%% Modifies: (object code)
%% Effects: Removes proc from list of procedure breakpoints by calling
%%
%% int remove_from_proc_breakpt_list(char *proc, int addr)
%% 1 if good; 0 if bad returned)
%% (in SKEL) and removes corresponding machine address
%% breakpoints from list by calling (in SKEL:)
%% int remove_from_machine_breakpt_list(int addr)
%% 1 if good; 0 if bad returned)
%% Returns: 1 if successful; 0 otherwise

8. %## % Y

```c
int read_program(char *filename)
```
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%% Requires:  filename is the name of file to be read in
%% Modifies:  (machine state)
%% Effects:   Loads user program; loads the code into the code memory. Set flags such that program_loaded() will return true. Reinitialize memory, etc.
%% Returns:  1 if program read successfully, 0 otherwise

---

9. %###% [Y or N]
void print_register_contents(char *arg1, char *arg2)

%% Requires:  arg1 is possibly an environment
%% Modifies:   ---
%% Effects:    Prints the contents of the machine registers;
%%              If env is given, only prints that environment
%% Returns:    ---

---

10. %###% Y
void run_program(char *a1)

%% Requires:  arg1 is empty or is a line number at which to begin execution
%% Modifies:   ---
%% Effects:    Reports that user program is already running (and suspended) or else begins to run the program.
%% Returns:    ---

---

11. %###% [Y or N]
void do_step(char *arg1, char *arg2)

%% Requires:  arg1 is empty or the number of steps user wants to step.
%% arg2 is empty or the location from which to begin stepping
%% Modifies:   ---
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12. %###% [Y or N]
void do_big_step(char *arg1)

13. %###% Y
void reset_machine(void)

14. %###% [Y or N]
void print_mai_info(void)

15. %###% [Y or N]
int ProcessMAIArgs(int argc, char *argv[], char *pro name)
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%%==============================================================================
%% Requires: progsname is name of debugger program
%% Modifies: ---
%% Effects: Processes arguments, if any, of a generated debugger.
%%    Prints a "Usage error:" line to output if returning 0.
%% Returns: 1 if everything ok; 0 otherwise.
%%==============================================================================

16. %###% [Y or N]
int change_node(int arg1)

%%==============================================================================
%% Requires: arg1 is an integer specifying the new node to be debugged. Is already checked for <= max available
%% and > 0
%% Modifies: machine state
%% Effects: Does the necessary internal state changes to debug node number arg1
%% Returns: 1 if everything ok; 0 otherwise.
%%==============================================================================

17. %###% [Y or N]
int resize_number_nodes(int arg1)

%%==============================================================================
%% Requires: arg1 is an integer specifying the new desired number of processing nodes. Is already checked for <= max
%% and > 0
%% Modifies: machine state
%% Effects: Does the necessary internal state changes to alter desired number of nodes available to arg1
%% Returns: 1 if everything ok; 0 otherwise.
%%==============================================================================
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NUMBER OF EXTENSION COMMANDS
(0 <= number <= 20)

%###%Y
<number>

For each extension command, specify:
(1) help line, including both name of command user will type
   and help string for help menu
   (e.g., "ta Toggle all-solutions.")
(2) invocation of name of routine to be called, using arguments
   arg1, arg2, arg3 (max 3 args)
   (e.g., "toggle_all_solutions();")
(3) extern reference line
   (e.g., "extern void toggle_all_solutions();")

EXAMPLE:

Extension Command 1
%###%Y
ta <n>  Toggle all-solutions. n = max number of solns
%###%Y
toggle_all_solutions(arg1);
%###%Y
extern void toggle_all_solutions();
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Sample OM Virtual Machine MAI Input File

%%% MAI INPUT FILE FOR TARGET ARCHITECTURE OM VIRTUAL MACHINE

TARGET ARCHITECTURE NAME:

OM

DEBUGGER LIBRARY PATH:

/users/tsien/maygen/om/

DEBUGGER LIBRARY FILE NAME WITHOUT LEADING "lib" OR TRAILING ".a":

mg_mai

ACTUAL NUMBER OF PROCESSING NODES IN TARGET ARCHITECTURE

1
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DESIRED NUMBER OF PROCESSING NODES IN TARGET ARCHITECTURE

```c
1

% Procedures: %

1. %###% Y
   int init_mai(void)

2. %###% Y
   int program_loaded(void)

3. %###% Y
   int InstallMachineBreakpoint(int addr)

4. %###% Y
   void continue_program(void)

5. %###% Y
   int UninstallMachineBreakpoint(int addr, int orig_instruction)

6. %###% Y
   int SetMachineProcBreakpoint(char *proc, int n, int trace_on)

7. %###% Y
   int ClearMachineProcBreakpoint(char *proc, int n)

8. %###% Y
   int read_program(char *filename)

9. %###% Y
   void print_register_contents(char *arg1, char *arg2)

10. %###% Y
```
void run_program(char *a1)

11. %###% Y  
void do_step(char *arg1, char *arg2)

12. %###% Y  
void do_big_step(char *arg1)

13. %###% Y  
void reset_machine(void)

14. %###% Y  
void print_mai_info(void)

15. %###% Y  
int ProcessMAIArgs(int argc, char *argv[], char *progsname)  

16. %###% N  
int change_node(int arg1)

17. %###% N  
int resize_number_nodes(int arg1)

EXTENSION COMMANDS

== Extension Commands ==

NUMBER OF EXTENSION COMMANDS  
%###%

12

Extension Command 1  
%###%  
\texttt{ta}  

%###%  
toggle_all_solutions();
Extension Command 2

%###%
tb Toggle breadth-first search.
%###%
toggle_breadth_first();
%###%

extern void toggle_breadth_first();

Extension Command 3

%###%
tq Toggle quiet mode.
%###%
toggle_quiet_mode();
%###%

extern void toggle_quiet_mode();

Extension Command 4

%###%
 tp Toggle process trace.
%###%
toggle_process_trace();
%###%

extern void toggle_process_trace();

Extension Command 5

%###%
ti Toggle instruction trace.
%###%
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toggle_instruction_trace();

extern void toggle_instruction_trace();

Extension Command 6

%###%
td Toggle symbolic reg display.
%###%
toggle_symbolic_display();
%###%
extern void toggle_symbolic_display();

Extension Command 7

%###%
pc Print code from <n> to <m>.
%###%
print_code(arg1, arg2);
%###%
extern void print_code();

Extension Command 8

%###%
ph Print heap from <n> to <m>.
%###%
print_heap(arg1, arg2);
%###%
extern void print_heap();

Extension Command 9

%###%
pm Print message (detailed contents of M reg).
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%###%
print_message_info(arg1, arg2);
%###%
extern void print_message_info();

Extension Command 10
%###%
1'. Print process (detailed contents of P reg).
%###%
print_process_info(arg1, arg2);
%###%
extern void print_process_info();

Extension Command 11
%###%
pq Print message queue.
%###%
print_queue_contents();
%###%
extern void print_queue_contents();

Extension Command 12
%###%
pt Print process tree.
%###%
print_process_tree();
%###%
extern void print_process_tree();
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